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Letter Ballot #13a
Comment 520 Reply
Bob Nelson
MacPhy Technologies
ARQ Bulk ACK/NACK
The suggested concept appears to provide an effective efficient mechanism for reporting feedback information when
the size of transmitted fragments is large compared to the size of the component ARQ blocks.
Regarding the suggested implementation, I have the following observations:
a)

b)

c)
d)

The term bulk is used to refer to each collection of blocks associated with each bulk map descriptor. The term
represents the effect of the operation (ACKing blocks en masse) but is not a good fit for the block sequences
themselves. In place of bulk, the term block sequence. or just sequence is suggested. Alternately, a definition
of a bulk would be appropriate.
The ACK type (=1) for Cumulative ACK is overloaded with the new functionality. While the current Cumulative Ack only functionality is not lost, the max number of ACK Maps that may be included is 3 instead of 4.
Since an unused reserved value is available, it is suggested that the new functionality be assigned to this
value.
Personal preference, include all the map information in Table 88 instead of creating a second subtable.
The definition of the BSN values associated with a bulk seems larger (by one) than it should be. Also, it is not
completely clear whether the BSN of the first bock in the first bulk descriptor appearing in an IE has the value
of the Cumulative ACK or the Cumulative Ack plus one. I believe it should be CACK plus one.

The following amended text takes these observations into account and is suggested for adoption:
Page 129, Line 1:
Replace Table 88 and all text following the table to the end of section 6.4.4.2 (page 129, line 54) with the following:
Table 88—ARQ Feedback IE
Syntax
ARQ_feedback_IE (LAST) {

Size

Notes

variable

CID

16 bits

The ID of the connection being referenced.

LAST

1 bit

0 = More ARQ feedback IE in the list.
1 = Last ARQ feedback IE in the list.

ACK Type

2 bits

0x0 = Selective ACK entry
0x1 = Cumulative ACK entry
0x2 = Cumulative with Selective ACK entry
0x3 = Cumulative ACK with Block Sequence Ack entry

BSN

11 bits

Number of ACK Maps

2 bits

If ACK Type == 01, the field is reserved and set to 00.
Otherwise the field indicates the number of ACK maps:
0x0 = 1, 0x1 = 2, 0x2 = 3, 0x3= 4

if (ACK Type != 1) {
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Table 88—ARQ Feedback IE (Continued)
Syntax

Size

Notes

for (i=0; i< Number of
ACK Maps + 1; ++i) {
if (ACK Type != 3) {
Selective ACK Map

16 bits

}
else {
Sequence Format

Start of Block Sequence ACK Map definition (16 bits)
1 bit

Number of block sequences associated with descriptor
0: 2 block sequences 1: 3 block sequences

if (Sequence Format = 0) {
Sequence ACK Map

2 bits

Sequence 1 Length

6 bits

Sequence 2 Length

6 bits

Reserved

1 bit

}
else {
Sequence ACK Map

3 bits

Sequence 1 Length

4 bits

Sequence 2 Length

4 bits

Sequence 3 Length

4 bits

}
}

End of Block Sequence ACK Map definition

}
}
}

BSN
If (ACK Type == 0x0): BSN value corresponds to the most significant bit of the first 16-bit ARQ ACK map.
If (ACK Type == 0x1): BSN value indicates that its corresponding block and all blocks with lesser (see
6.4.4.6.1) values within the transmission window have been successfully received.
If (ACK Type == 0x2): Combines the functionality of types 0x0 and 0x1.
If (ACK Type == 0x3): BSN value indicates that its corresponding block and all blocks with lesser (see
6.4.4.6.1) values within the transmission window have been successfully received.
Selective ACK Map
Each bit set to one indicates the corresponding ARQ block has been received without errors. The bit corresponding to the BSN value in the IE, is the most significant bit of the first map entry. The bits for succeeding
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block numbers are assigned left-to-right (MSB to LSB) within the map entry. If the ACK Type is 0x2, then
the most significant bit of the first map entry shall be set to one and the IE shall be interpreted as a cumulative ACK for the BSN value in the IE. The rest of the bitmap shall be interpreted similar to ACK Type 0x0.
Sequence ACK Map
Each bit set to one indicates the corresponding block sequence has been received without error. The MSB of
the field corresponds to the first sequence length field in the descriptor. The bits for succeeding length fields
are assigned left-to-right within the map entry.
Since the block sequence described by the the first descripter of the first map entry of the IE corresponds to
the sequence of blocks immediately after the Cumulative ACK, the ACK map bit for this sequence shall be
zero indicating this sequence has not yet been reeived.
Sequence Length
This value indicates the number of blocks that are members of the associated sequence.
The BSN of the first block of the block sequence described by the first descriptor of the first IE map entry is
the value of the Cumulative ACK plus one. The BSN of the first block of each block sequence is determined
by adding the BSN of the first block of the previous block sequence to the length of that sequence. Within a
map entry, Sequence Map/Length ordering follows the rule specified in the definition of Sequence ACK
Map. Across map entries, ordering moves from the first map entry (i=0) to the last map entry (i=Number of
ACK Maps)

Tranmit Block State Diagram
Accept suggested change. However, an error occurred during transcription of the diagram. The following figure
includes the suggested change without the transcription error.
Page 132, Line 3: Replace Figure 34 with the following:
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Figure 34—ARQ transmit block states
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ARQ Block Receiption Diagram
Assertions are made that there are problems with Figure 34 that are corrected by the submission:
The first issue is essentially that handling of ARQ_RX_HIGHEST_BSN is not included in the figure.
This is correct, the current diagram does not present the appropriate logic for updating this value.
The second issue is that the diagram improperly depicts handling of updates to ARQ_RX_WINDOW_START.
The assertion is correct. The diagram does match the corresponding text that properly describes the operationl.
Also, an enhancement is proposed concerning handling of duplicate blocks.
The enhancement appears to be to short-circuit processing if a duplicate is detected and only take one action (resetting the purge timer for the block). This change is incorrect. Doing so results in no stimulus being provided to the
receiver to initiate transmission of feedback ACK information. The fact that a duplicate was received indicates that a
previous ACK transmission was lost, and the transmitter requries a new feedback IE transmission. Implementing the
suggested logic suppresses possibly the only stimulus that could result in that transmission, potentially causing the
state machine to lock-up.
The following diagram implements logic for managing for ARQ_RX_HIGHEST_BSN, corrected handling for
ARQ_RX_WINDOW_START and appropriate handling on duplicate blocks.
Page 135, Line 13: Replace Figure 34 with the following:
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Figure 37—ARQ block reception

